Conformational states of human H-Ras detected by high-field EPR, ENDOR, and 31P NMR spectroscopy.
Ras is a central constituent of the intracellular signal transduction that switches between its inactive state with GDP bound and its active state with GTP bound. A number of different X-ray structures are available. Different magnetic resonance techniques were used to characterise the conformational states of the protein and are summarised here. 31P NMR spectroscopy was used as probe for the environment of the phosphate groups of the bound nucleotide. It shows that in liquid solution additional conformational states in the GDP as well as in the GTP forms coexist which are not detected by X-ray crystallography. Some of them can also be detected by solid-state NMR in the micro crystalline state. EPR and ENDOR spectroscopy were used to probe the environment of the divalent metal ion (Mg2+ was replaced by Mn2+) bound to the nucleotide in the protein. Here again different states could be observed. Substitution of normal water by 17O-enriched water allowed the determination of the number of water molecules in the first coordination sphere of the metal ion. In liquid solution, they indicate again the existence of different conformational states. At low temperatures in the frozen state ENDOR spectroscopy suggests that only one state exists for the GDP- and GTP-bound form of Ras, respectively.